Business at a glance
In the first full year as a listed company, Auto Trader has
achieved strong growth across all three of its revenue
streams and recorded the highest level of both audience
visits and engagement online, which in turn has delivered
additional value to its customers.

Financial highlights

£281.6m

£171.3m

£169.6m

Revenue up 10%

Underlying operating profit up 19%

Reported operating profit up 27%

(20151: £255.9 million)

(2015: £144.1 million)

(2015: £133.1 million)

12.67p

£177.0m

£135.3m

Basic earnings per share
from operations

Operating cash flow up 30%3

Reduction in net external debt
to £392.6 million4

2

(2015: £135.8 million)

(2015: 0.85p)

(March 2015: £527.9 million)

1.5p

97%

2.2x

Total dividend per share

Operating cash conversion5

Leverage6

(interim 0.5p plus final 1.0p)

(2015: 87%)

(March 2015: 3.4x)

Operational highlights

x6

£1,384

Larger consumer audience
compared to nearest competitor 7

Average Revenue per Retailer
forecourt (‘ARPR’) per month up 10.5%9
(2015: £1,252)

13,514

243m

Number of retailer forecourts
advertising on Auto Trader 9

Advert views 8 per month
increased by 7.5%9

(2015: 13,452)

(2015: 226 million)

1	The comparative 2015 references the year
ended 29 March 2015 unless otherwise stated.
2	Operating profit before share-based payments and
associated national insurance (‘NI’), management
incentive plans and exceptional items.
3	Adjusted underlying EBITDA adjusted for
movements in working capital, exceptional items
and capital expenditure.
4 Gross external indebtedness, not including shareholder
loan notes, less cash and cash equivalents.
5 	Operating cash flow as a percentage of Adjusted
underlying EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxation,
depreciation and amortisation, share-based payments
and associated NI, management incentive plans
and exceptional items, less capitalised development
spend (excluding expenditure incurred on building the
SingleView order-to-cash billing system)).
6	Net external debt as a multiple of Adjusted
underlying EBITDA.
7	Audience measured by cross platform visits
to the marketplace by comScore mmx.
8	Company measure of the number of inspections
of individual vehicle advertisements on the
UK marketplace.
9 Average number during the year.
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Revenue streams
Our three revenue streams are:
Trade

Consumer services

Display advertising

Revenue from retailers and
home traders advertising
their vehicles and utilising
Auto Trader’s products.

Revenue from private sellers
who can place an advert for
a fee on the marketplace
and from our partners who
provide services to consumers.

Revenue from manufacturers
or their advertising agencies
who advertise their brand or
services on the marketplace.

Revenue performance

Revenue performance

Revenue performance

Up 10%

Up 4%

Up 23%

(2015: £214.8 million)

(2015: £29.0 million)

(2015: £12.1 million)

Percentage of business

Percentage of business

Percentage of business

£236.4m £30.3m £14.9m
84%

11%

5%

Where we operate
Auto Trader sits at the heart of the
UK’s vehicle buying process and
operates the UK’s largest digital
automotive marketplace.
In addition to its business in the
UK, the Group operates a similar
business in Ireland through its
website carzone.ie.
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Chairman’s statement

The last 12 months have been
ones of considerable success
for Auto Trader. These results
are our strongest yet. We grew
revenue by 10% year-on-year
to £281.6 million.
Ed Williams
Chairman

£281.6m
Revenue up 10%
(2015: £255.9m)

£171.3m
Underlying operating profit
up 19%
(2015: £144.1m)

Strategic report

The year
The last 12 months have been ones of
considerable success for Auto Trader.
These results are our strongest yet.
We grew revenue by 10% year-on-year to
£281.6 million. Underlying operating profit
was £171.3 million, representing an increase
of 19% over the previous year. From the
growth in value we have provided to both
retailers and manufacturers, to the increase
in our consumer engagement and audience
metrics, Auto Trader continues to lead the
way in the digital automotive classified sector.
Life as a public company
This was Auto Trader’s first year as a
public company. The transition has been
relatively smooth and is, in effect, complete.
Fortunately, as the results indicate, it has
not distracted the business from its focus
on driving value for our customers.
Our Board
Since our stock market flotation in March
2015, we have appointed three Independent
Non-Executive Directors to our Board.
We welcome them all and appreciate the
contribution they have already made. David
Keens, formerly Group Finance Director of
NEXT plc, has taken on the roles of Senior
Independent Director and Audit Committee
Chairman. Jill Easterbrook, until recently
a senior executive at Tesco plc, has taken
on the role of Remuneration Committee
Chairman. Jeni Mundy, a senior executive
at Vodafone Group plc, completes our new
Board, bringing a huge depth of knowledge
of the fast changing mobile data environment.
All three serve on our Audit, Remuneration
and Nomination committees.
Tom Hall and Nick Hartman resigned from
the Board in March 2016 under the terms of
the relationship agreement with our previous
major shareholder. The Board would like to
acknowledge the major contribution they
have made to the Auto Trader business, not
least in migrating Auto Trader from a primarily
print based business to an entirely digital
business. At a personal level, Tom and Nick
have been outstanding Board members and
will be missed.

Governance

Chip Perry, Independent Non-Executive
Director, resigned from the Board in March
2016. Chip has returned to a full-time
CEO role at TrueCar Inc. Regrettably,
he felt that the responsibilities of a CEO
of a public company based in California
were incompatible with the obligations of
consistently attending Board meetings in
the UK. However, he has kindly agreed to
give us access to his unparalleled industry
knowledge by continuing to help us in an
advisory capacity.
The composition of the Board is now
fully compliant with the UK Corporate
Governance Code.
Capital structure
As indicated at the time of our stock market
flotation, we commenced paying a dividend
in the year, with surplus cash being used to
pay down debt towards a two times debt
leverage target. Most of the cash generated
this year has been used to pursue that goal,
which we have achieved following the end
of the financial year.
Shareholders can anticipate a significant
increase in the dividend during the coming
financial year in line with our prior guidance
and the Board aims promptly to return to
shareholders the majority of the surplus
cash generated by way of a share buyback
programme, with some surplus cash being
used to further reduce indebtedness.
Employee contribution
I would like to take this opportunity to express
my thanks to all the employees of Auto Trader
for what has been an extremely busy, as well
as successful, year.

Financial statements

Governance
At 27 March 2016 and to the
date of this report, the Board
composition is fully compliant
with the UK Corporate
Governance Code:
Ed Williams
Chairman
Trevor Mather
Chief Executive
Sean Glithero
Finance Director and
Company Secretary
David Keens
Senior Independent Non-Executive
Director and Audit Committee Chairman
Jill Easterbrook
Independent Non-Executive Director and
Remuneration Committee Chairman
Jeni Mundy
Independent Non-Executive Director
Board composition
As at 27 March 2016
3

2

1

Chairman
Independent Non-Executive Directors
Executive Directors

Ed Williams
Chairman
9 June 2016

Read more on page 44
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Market overview

The automotive market today
The UK automotive market continues to grow modestly.
New car registrations maintain strong levels which is feeding used car growth.

UK economy and associated
macroeconomic conditions

UK automotive drivers

The UK automotive market is intrinsically
linked with the wider UK economy.
The UK remains one of the fastest growing
developed economies, with GDP growth for
Q4 of 2015 ahead of expectations at 0.6%
and annual GDP growth for 2015 of 2.2%.
In 2016, the economy has returned to its
pre-recession size and the IMF expects
economic growth rates of consistently above
2% over the next few years. However, the
service sector is growing at a subdued rate
and other sectors, such as manufacturing,
are struggling. The UK also has a growing
current account deficit, which is an indication
of the vulnerability of the economy, and the
uncertainty surrounding Britain’s membership
of the European Union poses risks for sterling
as well as trade throughout Europe.
Nonetheless, 2015 saw the return of consumer
confidence, and retail sales in 2016 are
growing strongly as households benefit from
continued low interest rates and inflation.
Low unemployment, rising earnings growth
and a low oil price are also boosting spending.

New and used car sale volumes
Worth approximately £90 billion, the new
and used car markets are a substantial part
of the UK economy. In 2015 it was estimated
that there were 34 million cars in the UK,
and 10 million car transactions. New car
registrations have increased over the last
four years, growing year-on-year for 50 of
the last 51 months according to the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (‘SMMT’).
They reached 2.67 million units in the 12 month
period to March 2016, exceeding pre-recession
levels. New car transaction growth is translating
into used car transaction volumes, with total
transactions up 6% in the year to March 2016.

But it’s not just consumer confidence and
economic recovery that are responsible for
growth in both new and used car markets.
The availability of competitive and diverse
finance options (often heavily incentivised)
has made it easier than ever to secure
bespoke and affordable funding arrangements
for new or used cars. Personal Contract
Purchase (‘PCP’) agreements grew again as
predicted, accounting for over three quarters
of consumer new car deals and over a third
of used car deals in 20161, as financing used
cars becomes an increasingly popular model
amongst UK car buyers.

34m
cars in the UK in 2015

Number of new car registrations
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Opportunities
• If new car registrations maintain their existing
levels, this will mean a good supply of three
to six year old used cars in the coming years,
thus growing the used car market.
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• With continued low interest rates and more
retailers offering PCPs on used vehicles,
there is the opportunity to increase the
overall frequency of car sales.

• An increase in the number of used car
transactions generally means that our
customers are performing well, allowing
us the opportunity to provide more
solutions to help them to manage and
grow their businesses.
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Auto Trader is uniquely positioned in the market and is well
placed to take advantage of a range of growth opportunities.

Digital buying and selling drivers
Changing consumer behaviour
As digital technologies play an ever increasing
role in our day-to-day lives, consumers expect
to access information anywhere, at any time and
on any device, and this includes researching and
buying a car. As the UK’s largest digital automotive
marketplace, we are able to observe how
consumers research their next car online.
Consumers spend on average nearly 11 hours2
choosing the exact vehicle that is right for
them. This shift online has created a ‘digital
forecourt’, which allows consumers to make
their car purchase decisions long before they
set foot onto a physical forecourt. Our research
tells us that twice as many hours are now
spent researching used cars online as offline1.
This in turn leads to fewer forecourts visited
than seen historically, so it is key that retailers
advertise all their stock online – if it is not
online, it is effectively not for sale.

70%

Automotive advertising drivers
The traditional forecourt still has an important
role to play, but it is no longer the primary
destination for consumers to conduct their
research – online marketplaces are becoming
the most important part of the purchase
journey 1. That research plays a significant
role in which forecourt a consumer might
visit (71% of buyers first visit a forecourt
to test drive or transact on a specific car).
Consumers expect car buying to be like any
other retail business. This demand is challenging
the traditional way car ‘dealers’ do business.
Dealers need to operate as digital retailers
to adapt to these changes. Some already
have, by adopting digital strategies to run
their business. Many understand the need
to implement multi-channel approaches,
so that the online and offline experience for
consumers is consistent and meets the needs
of car buyers. More progressive car retailers
also exploit data to run their businesses –
key to enabling them to buy desirable stock
for their area, at the right price and sell at
market value.

customer searches that come
from mobile and tablet devices

11 hours

Advert views
Advert views increased by 7.5% to 2.9 billion
in the year. Advert views are click-throughs
from initial search result pages and are
the consumer activity measure most
correlated to vehicle transactions between
consumers and retailers. This means that
more than 93 vehicles are being virtually
inspected every second of every day on
Auto Trader’s marketplace.
Transition of automotive advertising
In 2015 it was estimated that 72% of
automotive classified spend was online 3.
We expect this figure to increase further
in the next couple of years. It is also worth
noting that the overall automotive classified
expenditure in 2004 was 40% greater
than we see today (over £500m) so there
is scope within the existing cost base to
put a greater emphasis back on core
classifieds, particularly with the more
prominent role being played by digital.
Beyond that, we estimate that we account
for only a small proportion of a retailer’s
gross profit. There is scope to grow this
by increasing penetration of products that
meet customers’ needs beyond core
classified advertising, such as i-Control.

+7.5%

average time spent by consumers
researching their next car online
Opportunities
• With the growing UK car automotive market
coupled with consumers conducting the
majority of their research online, we anticipate
a growth in usage in our consumer valuations
tool, something we are focused on embedding
as a benchmark for the industry.

increase in advert views to
2.9 billion in the year

• Our research tells us that 64% of new car
buyers visit Auto Trader 4, meaning we are
highly relevant to manufacturers. This is an
area we believe we can add increased value
to through our display advertising propositions.
• There is also the opportunity to use our
market position to continue to develop
products within and outside of our core
classified offering to better meet the needs
of consumers and therefore improve
market efficiency.

1 The Finance and Leasing Association.	
2	10.6 average hours online vs. 4.5 hours
offline for used cars, Annual Buying Behaviour
Research Study in conjunction with GfK.
3 	ENDERS, used car marketing outlook,
December 2015.
4 	Kantar Media, The undecided car buyer
research report, 2014.
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Market overview continued

Auto Trader’s role in the car marketplace
The automotive marketplace is complex and often inefficient;
Auto Trader’s aim is to make it simple and more efficient.

UK car marketplace with over 10 million transactions per year
(2.7 million new registrations and 7.4 million used transactions)

Valuations
Enabling an efficient and transparent marketplace

The role we play
Through our digital platforms and data
we simplify and speed up the majority of
the 10 million transactions to end users
around the marketplace each year.

Managing
forecourt
Using data to
optimise stock
turn and improve
profitability.

Embedding an area of common
ground between trade and
consumers around valuations.

New car make/model
page index and editorial
reviews
Offering an improved buying
journey with increased new
car content.

2.7m

New car registrations

1.3m

New cars sold via retailers

New cars

Manufacturers
1.4m

New cars direct to consumers

Used cars

Trade

Buying
A listings platform
for trade buyers
and sellers to
transact directly.

Fleet
& lease
customers

1.2m

Trade-to-trade
transactions

Selling
Get stock in front of as
many buyers as possible
(classified advertising).

4.6m

Used car sales
to consumers

Part-exchange of used cars

Commercial buyers
of new cars

0.1m

Business
Direct car sales
to businesses

Auction
Buying and selling
by all types
of car traders
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Business model

Consumer motoring
services
Enabling an efficient and transparent marketplace

A variety of services for
consumers offered at the
point of purchase.

Services offered direct
to consumers

Finance

National display

Insurance

A platform for
manufacturers to promote their
brands to the largest and
most engaged automotive
classified audience.

Vehicle Check

8.6m

Cars sold to consumers (new and used)

Marketing
Powering retailer websites and
offering a range of display
advertising packages.

Consumers
2.8m

Part-exchange

Private sales
Consumers can
list their vehicles
for direct sale to
other consumers.

Key
Used car flow using a
third-party intermediary
New car flow
Trade and consumer
used car flow

Used car sales to immediate cash buyers

UK car marketplace
There were over 10 million car transactions in
the year to March 2016 of which 27% were
brand new registrations from the manufacturers
to a combination of consumers, fleet and lease
companies and direct to businesses. According
to IDC1, manufacturers spend £1.5 billion
advertising their brand in the UK but only a small
proportion of this is online, despite online being
a key influencer in the purchasing decision.
New cars are typically traded in after a
three to four year period, entering a cycle
between retailers, consumers and third-party
intermediaries. Greater prominence of finance
in new car transactions is reducing the time lag
from new to used. These used car transactions
make up 73% of the market and this is where
our role is currently most prominent.
With the largest and most engaged classified
automotive audience, we help anyone listing a
vehicle to connect with potential buyers. Our
audience and volume of vehicles and retailers also
mean we have the largest source of automotive
classified data in the UK, which we believe we
can use to better connect buyers and sellers
in a more efficient marketplace.
Although the diagram focuses on UK
cars,our other markets (bike, truck, plant,
farm, motorhomes and caravan markets,
and Ireland) operate in a similar way.
Outlook
Despite the continued likelihood of low
interest rates, we note other commentators
who anticipate that new car volumes will
start to plateau in 2016 now that they have
exceeded pre-recession levels. However,
we expect used car transactions to continue
to grow on the back of the new car strength
over the last four years.

Consumerto-consumer
transactions

Facilitating the most
efficient journey of used cars
directly back to the retailer
from consumers.

18

Consumer to consumer
used car flow
Squares represent
Providers and
Intermediaries
Circles represent
Vehicle Users

The evolving nature of the consumer buying
journey, driven by new technologies, continues
to enhance the relevance of digital platforms.
This creates continued opportunity for us to
develop products and tools for retailers and
innovative solutions for consumers to enhance
the car buying and selling experiences and to
increase efficiency and transparency in the
marketplace. There is also still a significant
opportunity to prove the value and relevance
of our marketplace with manufacturers who
currently spend only a small proportion of their
annual budgets on digital marketing.
1 International Data Corporation (‘IDC’) research 2014.
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What makes us different

Leading the way
by harnessing
consumer insight
Auto Trader receives c.48 million cross
platform visits each month, and lists on
average over 437,000 cars for sale at any
one time, which gives us an unrivalled
view of the automotive marketplace.
We use this data, coupled with insights
derived from regular consumer research
we conduct, to understand how consumer
behaviour impacts the automotive
landscape and therefore what this
means for our retailer customers.

Consumers now spend around
11 hours online researching their next
vehicle 1. Auto Trader is the primary
destination in their search followed by
a dealer’s own website. So the digital
forecourt is now key for retailers to
attract consumers to buy their cars.
But how should they do this? What
makes an advert stand out online?
How can they increase their stock turn?

These and other topics are covered
by our Retailer Education and Insight
team who established a programme
designed to help retailers navigate the
changing digital automotive landscape.
The Retailer Education and Insight
team’s programme comprises videos,
webinars and regional masterclasses,
as well as presenting at industry-wide
conferences and bespoke retailer
conferences – in 2016 alone, the team
reached over 17,500 representatives
from the retailer community.

1	Auto Trader research conducted with
GfK in January 2016 – Annual Buying
Behaviour Report.
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Case study

Retailer Education
and Insight
Programme
“I found the course excellent and
very informative. The number one
thing I have taken away is just
how much the game is changing
and how much I need to keep on
top of this to be a major player for
now and the future. With all this
technology now moving so fast,
you either move with it or clearly
will get left behind. Thanks for
an excellent course and I look
forward to more training and
seeing you and your great team
in the future.”
Russell Paul Webborn
PC Autos
attended a masterclass

“Thanks again for today, it really
was a great, informative day
and I believe it has truly inspired
everyone. By the time we arrived
back in the office I had more
images of cars which I have
attached for you to take a look at
(already you can see such a huge
improvement) and I had an email
in my inbox asking for a poster to
be designed offering a free phone
charging point. Great to have
everyone on board and with such
enthusiasm which could only
have ever been achieved from
such a fantastic presentation.”
Victoria Lyle
SERE Ltd
attended a bespoke retailer conference

>80%

>17,500

of all minutes spent on
automotive classified websites
are spent on Auto Trader

representatives from the
retailer community reached
by the Retailer Education
and Insight Programme

Read more in Our strategy on page 17
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What makes us different continued

Leading the way by
leveraging the power of
our data and valuations
Our strategy is underpinned by
leveraging the power of our data to
improve the process of buying and
selling vehicles through the application
of digital technologies, ensuring the
consumer experience is as smooth
as possible and that retailers gain
maximum value from the marketplace.

Our customers operate c.13,500
forecourts, over 1,900 of which currently
use products in our Managing Pillar:
i-Control and Retail Check. These are
data driven products designed to help
retailers buy the right vehicle at the
right price, in order to optimise stock
turn. This data is also a key driver of
our consumer valuations tool on site.
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Around 13.7 million consumer
valuations and 30.1 million trade
valuations were conducted in the year
to March 2016 as consumers look to
find out what their car is worth in a
part-exchange or private sale, as well
as what price is required to secure their
new car of choice, from either a trade
or private seller.
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Case study

i-Control
i-Control is a unique data intelligence
solution that helps retailers take advantage
of the market’s most lucrative opportunities
to sell more cars, by putting retailers in
control of all the relevant data on every
piece of their used car stock.
“This is the first time I have used i-Control
and I’m blown away by it, I think it’s
fantastic. At my previous employers,
without i-Control I had to go to Auto Trader,
manually input my car, search my region,
and check my competitors’ prices before
updating my ads. Now I am able to filter
independent dealerships out of my search,
allowing me to compare my prices with my
actual competitors’ quickly and effectively.”
Matthew Bavin
Pentagon Lincoln

>1,900
customers currently
using i-Control

13.7m
valuations conducted by
consumers this year

Read more in Delivering on our priorities
on pages 20 to 23
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Chief Executive’s statement

Even in a culture
that welcomes change
like Auto Trader’s,
this has been a truly
landmark year.
Trevor Mather
Chief Executive

7.5%
Growth in advert views

£1,384
ARPR up 10.5%
(2015: £1,252)

Strategic report

Even in a culture that welcomes change
like Auto Trader’s, this has been a truly
landmark year. In our first year as a listed
company, we have significantly increased
both the consumer audience that visits
our marketplace and their engagement
on our sites. We have substantially
increased the value we deliver to vehicle
retailers and continued the transformation
of the way in which we manage our
customer relationships. Whilst doing
this, we have delivered an outstanding
performance, improving our revenue
and Underlying operating profit to levels
that exceeded initial expectations.
Summary of operating performance
Our operating results reflect an excellent
year for the business. Revenue growth of
10% was achieved through the positive
contribution of all three of our revenue
streams: trade, consumer services and
display advertising.
Trade
In trade, we increased the value delivered
to our customers through a greater number
of cross platform visits, and higher levels
of consumer engagement, resulting in 7.5%
growth in advert views – the equivalent of
an extra six vehicles being viewed every
second on the marketplace.

Governance

Consumers spent over 676 million minutes
a month on our site (March 2016) compared
to 458 million a year previously. Our share
of minutes spent on automotive digital
classifieds rose to 85% (2015: 76%)1.
Beyond the increased levels of response,
we have further embedded the use of data
driven products which aim to improve the
day-to-day operational efficiency within our
retailers’ businesses. Market conditions were
buoyant, resulting in an increased number
of transactions. This helped to increase the
number of cars listed on our site as did a
modest growth in average retailer forecourts
to 13,514. Those contributing factors helped
drive Average Revenue per Retailer (‘ARPR’)
10.5% higher to £1,384 per month.
Consumer services
Growth in consumer services of 4% was
pleasing in light of the increasingly competitive
nature of this sector, aided by our motoring
services products (offered to consumers at
the point of purchase) which saw growth
similar to the previous year.
Display advertising
A strong display advertising performance
continued the momentum from the
previous year, with revenue up 23%.
Improved relationships with agencies,
combined with new, improved advertising
formats, in particular homepage takeovers,
were the main drivers of this growth.

Financial statements

Operating efficiencies
We seek to be as lean as possible and to
enable our teams to be as productive as
they can be, which generally requires fewer,
but better paid people. This year we reduced
our headcount (including contractors) from
915 to 859.
Our marketing spend grew to £15.7m – an
increase of 2% above last year, well below
our revenue growth of 10%. This moderate
increase enabled us to drive all of our
brand and audience initiatives, including the
continuance of our 2015 brand-led campaign
on TV, video on demand and online, and the
introduction of a new marketing campaign
focused on our online valuation tool, new
part-exchange product and discovery search
functionality (see overleaf for more details).
Other costs and capital expenditure were
in line with expectations.
Revenue growth, coupled with lower costs,
delivered a 5 percentage points improvement
in Underlying operating profit margin to 61%.
Our strategy
Our strategy is to provide the UK and Ireland’s
leading digital automotive marketplace and
help improve the process of buying and
selling vehicles for consumers and retailers
alike. Critical to this are a smooth online
experience for consumers and the provision
of data driven intelligence for vehicle retailers.

1 comScore MMX MP March 2016 data.
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Chief Executive’s statement continued

Investing in innovation
Over the past year we have continued to
innovate, in particular through exposing the
key insights from our massive data sources.
There are over 80,000 variations of make
and model of cars available to buy in the
UK. Even for confident buyers, this is a
bewildering choice. To help consumers
decide which car they want to buy, this year
we introduced a new way of searching for
vehicles – ‘discovery search’ – which allows
a buyer to search for cars if they don’t know
the make or model they want, e.g. by the
number of seats, fuel type or on price alone.
Additionally we now have over 700 expert
reviews of vehicles (an increase of 20%),
which have received over eight million page
views this year, and over 45,000 owner
reviews on site, helping consumers compare
and choose. These innovations have
improved the value we provide to consumers.
Part-exchange is the most efficient way
for retailers to acquire stock. Our research
shows that 81% of consumers2 said they
would be more likely to consider partexchange if they could get a trusted price
online for their car before turning up at the
dealership. In order for us to help our retailers
win in the marketplace and ultimately make
the industry more transparent and more
efficient, we launched a new part-exchange
tool last year. Over 60% of all classified
retailer adverts now feature the partexchange tool.

Putting data at the core
We have continued to develop our data
driven products to help retailers manage
their forecourts effectively in order to optimise
their margin and stock turn, with over 1,900
forecourts now using them. We continue to
develop these tools and believe more retailers
will take advantage of these products.
Findings from Auto Trader’s Annual Car
Buying Report found that of those consumers
looking at classified sites in the new car buying
process, 85% used Auto Trader and 48%
said Auto Trader was the most influential
source – twice as much as the nearest
website3. To capitalise on this opportunity,
we launched new bespoke branded content
solutions so that manufacturers could use
new formats and editorial partnerships
to reach these car buyers. We have also
innovated the format of the advertising we
offer, including native adverts on mobile
platforms, and have combined these with a
data driven targeting solution powered by a
new data management platform, allowing
vehicle manufacturers to put their brand in
front of the most relevant consumers at every
stage in the car buying journey. This, coupled
with our new branded content solutions and
advertising formats, provides a compelling
proposition for manufacturers.
We focus on assisting media agencies to drive
better return on investment for their clients
from their marketing and on helping to improve
the effectiveness of their retailer relationships.

Consumers conducted 13.7 million valuations
on Auto Trader during the year, an increase of
38% from the previous year, receiving a real
time retail value for their car. There were also
30.1 million trade valuations conducted (2015:
23.8 million) as we focus on embedding the
insight we have into valuations across the
marketplace, so they become the benchmark
for both consumers and retailers.

Enhancing our organisational structure
With the transition from print to digital
complete, the last year has been one of
greater organisational continuity than in
previous years. However, we continue to
make significant changes to improve our
relevance to our market.
Firstly, we brought together our audience
acquisition and brand marketing functions to
ensure that those who were responsible for
growing our audience were also responsible
for ensuring that that audience was engaged.
Secondly, we have merged our retailer and
consumer product teams, who now follow an
end-to-end, test and learn product development
approach. Across the business, we release
over 50 software updates every week.
Thirdly, we transformed our sales and
service functions, integrating them together,
and implemented a new ‘Challenger’ sales
model across the organisation, which we
believe will help us deliver the strategic
consultancy relationship we strive for with
our retailer customers.
The commitment and enthusiasm of our people
are vital to our continued success, and 97%
of employees have said that they would
recommend Auto Trader as an employer4.
Outlook
The new financial year has started well.
Based upon having the largest consumer
audience, healthy relationships with our
retailers, a robust car buying market, and
a modest cost base decrease, the Board is
confident of further growth in the coming year.

Trevor Mather
Chief Executive
9 June 2016

2 Auto Trader’s Market Report research surveyed 5,000 consumers in December 2015.
3 Auto Trader’s Annual Buyer Behaviour Report 2016 in conjunction with GfK.
4 According to Glassdoor, the UK’s fastest growing jobs and recruiting site.
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Our strategy

Our mission is to lead the digital future
of the UK automotive marketplace
Auto Trader is a 100% digital business and we have a clear focus on
maintaining our market position as the UK and Ireland’s leading digital
automotive marketplace for buying and selling new and used vehicles.

Strategic goals
We will simplify our
business and integrate
our assets

We will continuously
improve and be brilliant
at everything that is
at our core

We will build a digital
culture that is values
driven, customer focused
and data oriented

Operating priorities
Increase consumer audience,
advert views and use of our
valuation tools

The network effect model calls for the largest and most engaged audience in order to
drive the most advert views and ultimately sales of retailers’ stock. Offering useful services
that help consumers to buy and sell easily, like the valuation tool, is essential to keep our
marketplace relevant.

Promote trust and fairness
in the marketplace

A trusted, fair and effective marketplace is core to the value we deliver to consumers,
customers and manufacturers, who expect us as operator and custodian of the
marketplace to ensure all participants benefit.

Grow ARPR in a balanced,
sustainable way by creating
value for our customers

ARPR is our primary driver of revenue growth so the more balanced we can be across
price rises, stock listing growth, product upsell and cross sell, the more sustainable our
revenue will be in the long term.

Extend the penetration
of products outside of our
core classified proposition

Leveraging our core business to meet the wider needs of retailers, helping them to remove
inefficiencies and become more profitable, whilst providing Auto Trader with a material
source of future revenue growth and a closer relationship with its customers.

Enhance our relevance

64% of car buyers use Auto Trader in their search for a new car1. Given £1.5 billion is
spent on new car advertising by manufacturers2 and only a very small portion is spent
with Auto Trader, there is a huge opportunity to promote the relevance and value of our
marketplace with this audience.

Operate a simpler,
leaner and more
data-oriented business

Making our processes and procedures more intuitive and streamlined, together with
harnessing the data from our marketplace which will benefit both our customers and
employees. Creating a high-performing, continuously developing business will unlock
opportunities and provide a truly digital experience for all.

 and value to manufacturers

1 Kantar Media, The undecided car buyer research report, 2014.
2 International Data Corporation research, 2014.

Turn over the page

to learn more about our
business model and how
we deliver on our priorities.
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Our business model

Generating shareholder value
Our leading digital UK automotive marketplace benefits from the network effect model
whereby the largest and most engaged consumer audience generates the most effective
response for our retailer and manufacturer customers who in turn provide consumers
with the most comprehensive choice of vehicles.

Network effect model

We have the largest source of
automotive classified data allowing
consumers visiting our marketplace
to research and search for vehicles
they would like to buy.

Maintaining the largest
consumer audience through:

Most effective for
retailers through:

• Being a trusted brand
for nearly 40 years.
• 92% of UK consumers knowing
the brand and knowing what
we offer1.
• Delivering the best
consumer experience.
• Easy to use web platforms
that are fully mobile-optimised.
• Delivering engaging content.
• Engaging with consumers at
all stages of the user journey.

• Exposure to the largest and most
engaged consumer audience.
• Making searching easier for the
user through more filter options.
• Delivering pages with
classified core specifications.
• Providing full page advert
views, allowing further
dialogue between consumers
and retailers.
• Access to our retailer portal,
allowing retailers to upload,
manage and measure stock
performance.

Largest and
most engaged
consumer
audience

Most effective
for retailers

Data
Increased advertising
of stock through:

Maintaining the largest
stock choice through:
• Attracting the greatest choice
of makes and models, with
the most manufacturers listed.
• Largest price range of cars.

Increased
advertising of
stock and greater
marketing spend

Largest stock
choice for
consumers

1 Acacia Avenue, Independent Quarterly Brand Tracker Report, March 2016.
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• More listings.
• Greater spend to achieve
more prominence on the
marketplace and greater
conversion of leads to sales.
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Read more
Our strategy
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Delivering on our priorities
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Data driven product
development

We adopt an agile approach to product development, placing the relevant audience at
the heart of the process, and using our data to make informed decisions so that we
can create valuable products and services quickly for our consumers and customers.
Our teams follow this process, “the Auto Trader Way”, for everything which means we can
launch products quickly, improve experiences and constantly make iterative changes to
ensure we constantly innovate; in fact over 50 software releases are made every week.

Understand

Build

We start by understanding the
needs of our audience, be that a
consumer, retailer or manufacturer.
This may be achieved by visiting
sites, conducting research or
gathering feedback.

We then build the
experience or product
based on what might
work or what might make
the experience better and
launch it to a small sample
of the relevant audience.

Understand

Build

Consumers
Retailers
Manufacturers
Learn

Measure

Then, based on the
learnings, we move back
into the ‘Understand’
phase to assess the next
challenge in the journey.

We then measure to
see if the launch is
having the impact we
expected and that our
audience expected.

Learn

Measure
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Delivering on our priorities
A clear focus on our six operating priorities allows us to monitor
our strategic progress and deliver results, consolidating our position
at the forefront of the UK automotive marketplace.

Bringing
buyers
and sellers
together
Increase consumer
audience, advert views and
use of our valuations tools
Progress during the last year:
• 6x larger than our nearest competitor in terms
of minutes spent on site.
• Full page advert views rose 7.5%.
• Consumers conducted 13.7 million valuations
in the year to March 2016.
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Protecting consumers
and customers
Promote trust
and fairness in the
marketplace
Progress during the last year:
• Forced removal of adverts that
deliberately misled consumers.
• Mandated disclosure of
category C and D vehicles
in our search results.
• Continued to harmonise
retailer pricing structures
towards complete consistency.

Creating value
for customers
Grow ARPR in a balanced,
sustainable way by creating
value for our customers
Progress during the last year:
• All retailer customers received a price increase,
linked to the value of the products provided.
• Increased average stock on site year-on-year.
• Sales and service teams better equipped
to upsell more effectively as a result of
new “Challenger” training approach.
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Delivering on our priorities continued

Be broader
in our offering

Extend the
penetration of
products outside
of our core classified
proposition
Progress during the last year:
• i-Control penetration to over
1,900 forecourts.
• Retailing solutions revenue
growth of 11%.
• Launched part-exchange
tool to over 6,600 retailers,
representing c.60% stock listings.
• Submitted an application
to the FCA for approved
introducer authorisation.

Opportunity
for growth

Enhance our relevance
and value to manufacturers
Progress during the last year:
• Launched new creative solutions and advertising formats
to manufacturers.
• Coordinated consistent, locally targeted brand advertising
across manufacturers and franchised networks.
• Increased total display spend by manufacturers by 31%.
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Operate a simpler, leaner
and more data-oriented business
Progress during the last year:
• Migrated 71% of retailer forecourts onto new billing
system, Singleview.
• Developed the “Auto Trader Way” methodology to
standardise the approach to product development,
placing data at the heart of everything we do.
• Re-structured our organisation to ensure our teams
could operate collaboratively, share knowledge and
skills in an agile manner.
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Key performance indicators

Financial performance KPIs
We use the metrics below to track our financial performance.

Revenue

Underlying operating profit

£m

£m

Underlying operating profit
margin
%

+10%
237.7

255.9

2014

2015

+19%
281.6
126.2

2016

2014

144.1

2015

+5% pts
171.3

2016

53

56

61

2014

2015

2016

Operating priorities

Operating priorities

Operating priorities

Definition
The Group generates revenue from
three different streams: trade, consumer
services and display advertising. Trade
is further analysed into three classes:
Retailer, Home Trader and Other.

Definition
Underlying operating profit is operating
profit before management incentive plans,
share-based payments and associated
NI, exceptional items and impairments.

Definition
Underlying operating profit margin
is Underlying operating profit as a
percentage of revenue.

Progress
Revenue increased by 10% driven by a
10% increase in trade revenue; growth
in both volume and yield in consumer
services and display advertising revenue.
Refer to the Financial review for further
detail on each revenue stream.
Risks

In 2014 Underlying operating profit was
calculated less capitalised development
spend (excluding expenditure incurred
on building the Singleview order to cash
billing system).

Progress
The Group’s focus on operating efficiency
and cost control resulted in a 5 percentage
points increase in underlying operating
profit margin to 61%.
Risks

Progress
Underlying operating profit increased
by 19% reflecting the Group’s revenue
growth and close cost control.
Risks
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Leverage

Operating cash conversion

Times (x)

%

(1.2x)

+10% pts

7.2

79
3.4

2014

2015

87

97

2.2
2016

2014

2015

2016

Operating priorities

Definition
Leverage is net external debt (gross
indebtedness, not including shareholder
loan notes, less cash and cash
equivalents) as a multiple of Adjusted
underlying EBITDA1.

Definition
Operating cash conversion means
operating cash flow2 as a percentage
of Adjusted underlying EBITDA1.

Operating priorities relevant to our KPIs
Increase consumer audience, advert
views and use of our valuation tools
Promote trust and fairness
in the marketplace
Grow ARPR in a balanced, sustainable
way by creating value for our customers
Extend the penetration of products
outside of our core classified proposition
Enhance our relevance and value
to manufacturers
Operate a simpler, leaner and more
data-oriented business

Progress
Operating cash conversion of 97%
exceeded expectations as the Group
benefited from the improved trading
performance and close working
capital management.

Risks relevant to our KPIs
Economy, market and business environment
Increased competition
Brand
New or disruptive technologies and
changing consumer behaviours
IT systems
Employee retention
Read more on pages 36 to 37

Risks

Risks

1	Adjusted underlying EBITDA is earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation,
management incentive plans, share-based
payments and associated NI, exceptional items
and impairments, less capitalised development
spend (excluding expenditure incurred
on building the Singleview order to cash
billing system).

Financial statements

Read more on page 17

Operating priorities

Progress
Due to the Group’s operating cash flow
generation combined with reduced
interest charges, £147m of the Group’s
term loan was repaid, which resulted in
leverage decreasing to 2.2x as at
27 March 2016.

Governance

2	Operating cash flow is Adjusted underlying
EBITDA adjusted for movements in working
capital, exceptional items and capital
expenditure.
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Key performance indicators continued

Operating KPIs
We use the metrics below to track our operational performance.

Number of full-time
employees (‘FTEs’)

Advert views

Number of retailer forecourts

Average number per month (million)

Average number per month

+7.5%

+0.5%

Average number (including contractors)

(6.1%)
1,045

2014

915

859

2015

2016

212

226

2014

2015

243

2016

13,129

13,452

13,514

2014

2015

2016

Operating priorities

Operating priorities

Operating priorities

Definition
The measure of an FTE is the number
of hours worked to constitute working
on a full-time basis. If an employee works
on a part-time basis they are taken as
the pro-rated decimal in this calculation.
Number of FTEs is reported internally
each calendar month, which includes
contractors, with the full year number
being generated from an average of those
12 time periods.

Definition
Advert views are click-throughs from
initial search result pages to see the
more detailed specification of the vehicle.
Research has shown that a higher level
of advert views correlates with a higher
number of retailer sales.

Definition
The average number per month of retailer
forecourts that are advertising vehicles
on the Auto Trader marketplace over the
financial year.

Progress
People are an essential asset and
attracting, retaining and developing that
talent is at the core of our operational
thinking. We also have a consistent drive
to operate in a lean and flat structure,
which upholds simplicity over complexity
and has been the reason behind the 6.1%
reduction in 2016 to 859 (including five
contractors, 2015: 17 contractors).

Progress
7.5% growth in advert views was good
progress against 6.6% in 2015. In the year
we delivered 2.9 billion of these virtual
inspections, which means there was
an average of 93 vehicles per second
being viewed through an advert view.
Risks

Risks

Progress
We expected marginal growth in 2016 and
that was largely what we saw with 0.5%
year-on-year uplift. Whilst barriers to entry
have come down with the evolving online
consumer journey, we have seen where
customers have struggled because of
that evolution. There has also been higher
levels of consolidation of ownership in
the franchise segment than seen in the
previous three to four years, although
the impact so far on forecourts has been
negligible. It is worth noting that the 2.5%
growth seen in 2015 was disproportionate
as the previous method for billing made it
advantageous for customers to combine
sites to receive a discount, which was
unwound in 2015.
Risks
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Average Revenue per Retailer
(‘ARPR’)

Cross platform minutes

£ per month

Share of automotive classified minutes
taken in March

+10.5%

+8.6%

1,181

1,252

2014

2015

Governance

1,384

80.8

75.93

2016

2014

2015

84.5 3

2016

Financial statements

Operating priorities relevant to our KPIs
Increase consumer audience, advert
views and use of our valuation tools
Promote trust and fairness
in the marketplace
Grow ARPR in a balanced, sustainable
way by creating value for our customers
Extend the penetration of products
outside of our core classified proposition
Enhance our relevance and value
to manufacturers
Operate a simpler, leaner and more
data-oriented business
Read more on page 17

Operating priorities

Operating priorities

Definition
Average Revenue per Retailer (‘ARPR’) is
the average monthly revenue generated
from retailer forecourts divided by the
average number of retailer forecourts
in the month.

Definition
Share of cross platform average minutes
spent on automotive classified sites.
For all three years the comparison
includes Motors.co.uk, RACcars.co.uk,
ebay Motors UK, Gumtree.com motors,
Vcars.co.uk, Exchangeandmart.co.uk,
Trusteddealers.co.uk and Pistonheads.com.

Risks relevant to our KPIs

Progress
This year we have widened the competitor
set so that it includes editorial and research
sites3, which is an area we’re developing.
The 2015 comparative has been restated,
however as data was not available for
2014, this figure has not been restated.
Due to this change, we saw a drop in 2015
but have since seen our share grow and
maintained our goal of exceeding 80% of
that share.

Employee retention

Progress
On the back of the added value we have
driven to our retailers, we have surpassed
expectations in terms of ARPR growth
which was a key determinant in overall
revenue performance. This added value
was reflected in more advert views, more
consumer visits and greater consumer
engagement, which also helped us deliver
our rate changes in a more effective way.
We implemented some changes internally
that helped improve trust and transparency
in the market and changed how we work
with our customers that had a positive
impact on ARPR. In conjunction with
our messaging about the importance of
having a strong online presence, 2016
also saw a good underlying market that
helped support healthy levels of stock.

Economy, market and business environment
Increased competition
Brand
New or disruptive technologies and
changing consumer behaviours
IT systems

Read more on pages 36 to 37

Risks

Risks
3	In March 2016 we widened the competitor set
to also include Autoexpress.co.uk, TopGear.com,
Parkers.co.uk, Whatcar.com, Carwow.co.uk
and cargurus.co.uk. The data is just taken
for the month of March in the three years
presented above. Data is provided by a
third-party, comScore MMX.
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Financial review

2016 saw another year
of growth in cash generation
with operating cash flows
from continuing operations
30% higher at £177.0m.
Sean Glithero
Finance Director

£177.0m
Operating cash flows
(2015: £135.8m)

£135.3m
Reduction in net external
debt to £392.6m
(2015: reduction of £449.9m to £527.9m)
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Read more
Financial statements

Revenue
In 2016, revenue grew by 10% to £281.6m (2015: £255.9m). Growth in Retailer revenue
was the main contributor to overall growth aided by continued improvement in Display
advertising revenue.

Retailer
Home Trader
Other
Trade
Consumer services
Display advertising
Total

Trade revenue increased by 10% to £236.4m
(2015: £214.8m) with Retailer revenue growing
by 11% year-on-year to £224.5m (2015: £202.1m).
Revenue generated from the Selling Pillar
of classified advertising products increased
11% to £200.0m (2015: £180.1m) representing
89% of total retailer revenue (2015: 89%).
The majority of revenue growth was achieved
through an improvement in monthly ARPR
which rose 10.5% to £1,384 (2015: £1,252).
Next year high single digit growth in ARPR
is expected.
Whilst the average number of retailer forecourts
per month was similar to last year at 13,514
(2015: 13,452), we have strengthened
our position with franchise groups whilst
consolidating the gains made in the previous
year in our independent retailer customer
base. This has been achieved against a
backdrop of consolidation of ownership in
the industry and therefore we expect retailer
forecourts to remain stable again next year.
The £132 increase in monthly ARPR was
achieved from all four of Auto Trader’s growth
drivers: stock, price, cross sell and up-sell.

2016
£m

2015
£m

Change

224.5
11.5
0.4
236.4
30.3
14.9
281.6

202.1
10.3
2.4
214.8
29.0
12.1
255.9

11%
12%
(83%)
10%
4%
23%
10%

Across all vehicle segments the increase in
paid-for stock listings accounted for 44% of
the ARPR increase, with the average number
of listings of vehicles on autotrader.co.uk
increasing year-on-year due to continued
buoyancy in the automotive market, retailers
increasingly recognising the value of advertising
all of their vehicles on our marketplace and
operational improvements to help retailers
list their stock of vehicles more easily. The
implementation of a new billing system and
a focus on rate harmonisation also helped
to remove past allowances and discounts
between paid-for and listed units of stock.
Price increases accounted for 31% of the
growth in ARPR as we implemented rate
changes linked to the value provided as
well as continued harmonisation of rates to
address legacy arrangements and anomalies.
Cross sell of retailing solutions products
contributed £15 to ARPR growth, diluted
slightly by the decision to terminate a number
of low margin products where we acted as
a reseller. Cross sell growth of 11% was
mainly driven by continued increases in the
number of retailer forecourts that are using
our data products, now around 1,900 retailer
forecourts (2015: around 1,100).

84

Home Trader revenue increased 12% to
£11.5m (2015: £10.3m) underpinned by a
buoyant market and launches of a number
of new, higher yielding packages which
resulted in both increased volumes and yield.
Other revenue fell £2.0m with the closure
of our manufacturer website business,
2nd Byte, in June 2015.
Consumer services revenues increased 4%
to £30.3m (2015: £29.0m). Private revenue
grew faster than in previous years despite
an increasingly competitive market, growing
4% to £23.3m (2015: £22.5m). Whilst we
benefited from a greater proportion of our
customers opting to take higher yielding
premium packages to increase the prominence
of their advert, we also saw strong volumes,
particularly in the second half of the year.
Increased audience growth enabled us to
deliver more leads to our partners resulting
in an 8% growth in motoring services revenue
to £7.0m (2015: £6.5m). Overall we anticipate
consumer services revenue will continue to
grow moderately.
Display advertising revenue increased by
23% to £14.9m (2015: £12.1m). An increase in
average yield resulted from a greater demand
for premium and bespoke products, with
manufacturers and their agencies recognising
the value in reaching our audience. Homepage
takeovers increased in volume by over 75%
in the year. Premium products accounted
for 69% of revenue, up 3 percentage points
on the previous year. Looking ahead to the
opportunities the Group has in this area, the
expectation is for continued revenue growth
at recent levels.
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Financial review continued

Underlying operating profit
Underlying operating profit increased by 19%
to £171.3m (2015: £144.1m) with Underlying
operating profit margin improving by 5
percentage points to 61% (2015: 56%).
The Group reports non-underlying items in
the income statement to highlight the impact
of one-off and other discrete items and to
allow better interpretation of the underlying
performance of the business. These include
exceptional items, IFRS 2 charges in respect
of share-based payments (and associated NI)
and costs related to management incentive
schemes linked to the previous private
ownership of the Group.
In order to provide comparability of results
from period to period, and with listed peer
companies, the Directors consider Underlying
operating profit to be the most appropriate
indicator of the performance of the business.
Adjusted underlying EBITDA was previously
used to reflect the underlying performance
of the business as it reflected both the impact
of non-underlying items and the change in
approach to technology development
implemented in September 2013. This
resulted in less of the Group’s expenditure
on internal development salaries meeting
the requirements for capitalisation. As this
approach to technology development has
been consistent in both the current and
prior periods, there is no need to make an
adjustment for the change in approach to
technology development. Adjusted underlying
EBITDA continues to be used to calculate two
of the Group’s key performance indicators:
cash conversion and leverage; the former in
order to be consistent with past reporting and
the latter to match the definition of leverage
in the Group’s Senior Facilities Agreement.

In its first full year as a listed company, the
Group has implemented a Share Incentive
Plan (‘SIP’), its first Sharesave plan (‘SAYE’)
and a Performance Share Plan (‘PSP’). As the
Directors intend to implement additional PSP
schemes in the future, the share-based payment
charge is likely to increase year-on-year
until a steady state of three PSP schemes is
reached. Therefore, the Directors consider
it appropriate to make an adjustment for
IFRS 2 charges and the associated national
insurance costs until the steady state is
reached, most likely in 2018.
Management incentive plans and share-based
payment schemes implemented under the
previous private ownership have been disclosed
as non-underlying in the prior year.
The table below provides a reconciliation
from operating profit to Underlying operating
profit and to Adjusted underlying EBITDA.

Operating profit
Share-based
payments and
associated NI
Management
incentive plans
Exceptional items
Underlying
operating profit
Depreciation and
amortisation
Adjusted underlying
EBITDA

2016
£m

2015
£m

169.6

133.1

2.5

3.7

–
(0.8)

1.9
5.4

171.3

144.1

10.6

12.5

181.9

156.6

Underlying administrative expenses (defined
as administrative expenses before sharebased payments and associated national
insurance, management incentive plans and
exceptional items) reduced by 1% to £110.3m
(2015: £111.8m) as the business continues to
realise operating efficiencies.

People costs comprise staff costs of £51.1m
(2015: £50.3m) and third-party contractor
costs of £0.4m (2015: £1.4m). Redundancy
and staff related restructuring costs are also
included in people costs, other than those
classified as exceptional items. Overall,
people costs decreased by £0.2m to
£51.5m (2015: £51.7m) with the full year
effect of the office centralisation project
leading to a 6% decrease in average FTEs
(including contractors) to 859. Further large
scale restructuring is not expected in the
foreseeable future so changes in FTE levels
will be more organic and steady rather than
the step changes we have seen in the past.
The decrease in people costs resulting from
reduced FTE levels was offset in part by
an increase in the average cost per FTE
as we continue to recognise the importance
of attracting and retaining high calibre
employees who are fluent in digital.
Targeted marketing campaigns together
with a shift towards product advertising
contributed to audience growth in the year
with cross platform visits up 3% to 47.9m
supported by marketing spend 2% higher.
However, spend as a proportion of revenue
fell in the year to 5.6% (2015: 6.0%).
Depreciation and amortisation decreased
by 15% to £10.6m (2015: £12.5m) as past
development costs became fully amortised
in the year.
With our cost base well under control
and further reduction in depreciation and
amortisation, we expect total underlying
administrative expenses to continue to
decline modestly next year and our
Underlying operating profit margin to
improve further.
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Share-based payments
The Group has implemented a number
of share schemes during the year and,
in accordance with IFRS 2, has recognised
a non-cash charge of £2.3m. National
insurance costs of £0.2m have been accrued,
where applicable, on the potential employee
gains on share-based incentives granted.

Taxation
The Group tax charge of £28.3m represents
an effective tax rate of 18% (2015: 22%)
which is lower than the average standard
UK rate of 20% (2015: 21%). The principal
reason for the difference was the release
of a £2.0m historic current tax provision
that is no longer required.

In April 2015, all eligible employees were
offered free shares under the SIP, valued at
£3,600 each at the time of the award, and the
Company also implemented a SAYE scheme
for the benefit of Group employees with the
grant made in September 2015. In June 2015,
the Executive Directors and a number of
senior management were granted nil cost
options under the PSP.

Continuing operations

The implementation of additional PSP
schemes in the future, combined with
implementation of the SAYE scheme only
part way through 2016, means that the
charge for share-based payments is likely
to at least double in financial year 2017.
Exceptional items
In the previous year, the Group centralised
into two offices and made provisions for
future lease and dilapidation costs for a
number of offices which were vacated.
Following an initiative to exit these properties
early, and to secure cash discounts where
possible, the Group has successfully ended
its commitment on seven properties in
the period at a cost below that originally
anticipated. As a result, an exceptional credit
of £0.8 million has been recognised in the
income statement following the release of
provisions no longer required.
Profit before tax
Profit before tax increased to £155.0m (2015:
£10.9m) reflecting the reported Operating
profit performance whilst net finance costs
decreased by £107.6m to £14.6m (2015:
£122.2m). The substantial reduction in finance
costs was the result of non-recurrence of a
significant exceptional item and the change
in capital structure in the previous year that
allowed the Group to operate with a lower
level of less expensive debt.

Financial statements

Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share from continuing
operations was 12.67 pence (2015: 0.85 pence).
Adjusted basic earnings per share from
continuing operations increased to 12.86
pence (2015: 4.12 pence). The table below
shows the effect on the Group’s earnings
from continuing operations of share-based
payments and associated NI, management
incentive plans and exceptional items.
2016
£m

2015
£m

Profit from continuing operations
Share-based payments and associated NI
Management incentive plans
Exceptional items
Exceptional finance cost
Tax effect
Total adjusted profit from continuing operations

126.7
2.5
–
(0.8)
–
0.2
128.6

8.5
3.7
1.9
5.4
29.4
(7.7)
41.2

Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
	(assumed to be shares in issue at 29 March 2015 year end
for the comparative period) (millions)

1,000

1,000

Adjusted earnings per share from continuing operations

12.86p

4.12p

Cash flow and net external debt
2016 saw another year of growth in cash generation with operating cash flows from continuing
operations 30% higher at £177.0m (2015: £135.8m), resulting in cash conversion of 97%
(2015: 87%).

Underlying operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Adjusted underlying EBITDA
Movement in working capital
Exceptional items (excluding IPO costs)
Continuing capital expenditure
Operating cash flow from continuing operations
Operating cash conversion
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2016
£m

2015
£m

171.3
10.6
181.9
2.5
(4.3)
(3.1)
177.0
97%

144.1
12.5
156.6
(1.9)
(9.8)
(9.1)
135.8
87%

Financial review continued

Exceptional cash outflows (excluding
IPO costs) decreased by £5.5m to £4.3m
(2015: £9.8m) as the restructuring and office
centralisation project started in prior years
were concluded. Investment in capital
expenditure decreased by £6.0m to £3.1m
(2015: £9.1m), as 2015 required £6.1m
of fit-out costs for the new properties
in Manchester and London.
Net external debt decreased in the year to
£392.6m (2015: £527.9m) whilst our leverage
ratio of net external debt to Adjusted underlying
EBITDA decreased significantly to 2.2x, due
to operating performance, improvement in
cash conversion and reduced interest costs,
offset by higher tax payable. During the year
£147m of debt repayments were made using
excess cash in order to reduce indebtedness
and the cost of servicing debt.
Capital structure and dividends
On 29 July 2015, the Company completed
a reduction of capital, whereby the entire
amount outstanding on the Company’s share
premium account was cancelled and the
nominal value of each issued ordinary share
in the capital of the Company was reduced
from £1.50 to £0.01. The capital reduction
created significant distributable reserves that
are available for future dividends and returns
to shareholders.
In line with the previously stated policy, the
Directors are recommending a final dividend
for the year of 1.0 pence per ordinary share,
which together with the interim dividend makes
a total dividend of 1.5 pence per share,
amounting to £15.0m. Subject to shareholders’
approval at the Annual General Meeting (‘AGM’)
on 22 September 2016, the final dividend will
be paid on 30 September 2016 to shareholders
on the register of members at the close of
business on 2 September 2016.

Since the end of the year, the Group has
achieved net external debt leverage of
circa 2.0x and so, in line with previous
guidance, we expect to increase the future
total annual dividend to circa 1/3 of net
income. The Group will continue to invest
in the business but given that our strategy
is focused on organic growth, the Board’s
intention is to use the majority of surplus
cash, after taking account of dividends, to
fund a rolling programme of share buy-backs,
starting imminently. The expectation is that
some surplus cash will be used to further
reduce indebtedness.
At the 2015 AGM, the Company’s shareholders
generally authorised the Company to make
market purchases of up to 100,105,169 of its
ordinary shares, subject to minimum and
maximum price restrictions. This authority
will expire at the conclusion of the 2016 AGM
and the Directors intend to seek a similar
general authority from shareholders at the
2016 AGM. The programme will be ongoing
and any purchases of its shares made by
the Company under the programme will be
effected in accordance with the Company’s
general authority to repurchase shares and
Chapter 12 of the UKLA Listing Rules.

Sean Glithero
Finance Director
9 June 2016
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Risk management

Understanding and managing
our principal risks and uncertainties
We recognise that effective risk management is critical to enable us to meet
our strategic objectives and to achieve sustainable long-term growth.

The Board has carried out
a robust assessment of the
principal risks facing the
Company, including those
that would threaten its
business model, future
performance, solvency
or liquidity.
The Group risk register was
reviewed by the Board, including
an assessment of the likelihood
and impact of each risk and the
mitigating actions being taken.
Risk levels were modified to
reflect the current view of the
relative significance of each risk.
Recognising the value that our
people bring to the business,
the risks associated with the
retention of employees was
elevated this year.

Risk management process
We recognise that effective risk management is critical to enable us
to meet our strategic objectives and to achieve sustainable long-term
growth. The Board’s role is to consider whether, given the risk appetite
of the Group, the level of risk is acceptable within its strategy. A four-step
process has been adopted to identify, monitor and manage the risks to
which the Group is exposed:

1.
Identify
risks
4.
Monitor
and review

The principal risks and
uncertainties identified are
detailed on pages 36 to 37.

2.
Assess and
quantify risks

3.
Respond to,
manage and
mitigate risks

1. Identify risks
A top-down and bottom-up approach is used to
identify principal risks across the business. Whilst
the Board has overall responsibility for making
sure that internal control and risk management
are effective, the detailed work is delegated to
the Operational Leadership Team (‘OLT’).
2. Assess and quantify risks
Risks and controls are analysed and evaluated
to establish the root causes, financial impact and
likelihood of occurrence. The Group categorises
risks into six areas:
• Economy, market and business environment.
• Financial and compliance risk.

3. Respond to, manage and mitigate risks
The effectiveness and adequacy of controls
in place is assessed. If additional controls are
required to mitigate identified risks then these
are implemented and responsibilities assigned.
4. Monitor and review
The OLT is responsible for monitoring progress
against principal risks in a continual process.
They are assisted by the Group’s internal audit
programme in conjunction with Deloitte.
The Board reviews the Group’s risk register
and assesses the adequacy of the principal
risks identified and the mitigating controls
and procedures adopted.

• Asset risk.
• Operational risk.
• Competitive risk.
• Product specific risk.
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Risk management continued
Read more
Principal risks and uncertainties
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Corporate governance statement

48

Report of the Audit Committee

54

Our framework
Risks are highlighted through a number of different reviews and culminate in a risk register,
which identifies the risk area, the likelihood of the risk occurring, the impact if it does occur
and the actions being taken to manage the risk to the desired level.

Audit
Committee

Board

External auditor

Risk register
and risk review

Internal auditor

Operational
Leadership Team

Operational
management

Risk governance and responsibilities
The Board’s responsibilities

–– Overall responsibility for risk management.

The Audit Committee’s
responsibilities

–– Assess the scope and effectiveness of risk management processes
and internal control systems.

Operational Leadership Team
responsibilities

–– Identify, assess, monitor, manage and mitigate risks and exploit opportunities;
–– Ensure appropriate internal controls are in place;
–– Ensure the risk register is properly maintained; and
–– Embed risk management as business as usual.

Operational management
and internal controls

–– Embed and manage internal controls and risk management day to day
as part of business as usual.

Oversight functions
and internal audit

–– Aid in setting appropriate policies, provide guidance, advice and direction
on implementation of those policies and monitor the first line of defence.

Additional line of defence

–– External auditor.
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Viability statement
In accordance with Provision C.2.2 of the 2014 UK Corporate Governance Code,
the Board has assessed the prospects and viability of the Group.

Assessment of prospects
Auto Trader is the UK’s leading digital automotive
marketplace and it is the Group’s clear focus
to maintain this position by relentlessly
focusing on improving the process of buying
and selling vehicles. During the year ended
27 March 2016 the Group generated a
profit before tax of £155.0m and was highly
cash generative with operating cash flow
from continuing operations amounting to
£177.0m. Taking into account the Group’s
current position and its principal risks and
uncertainties as described on pages 36 to 37,
the Directors have assessed the Group’s
prospects and viability.

Detailed financial forecasts that consider
profit, cash flow, funding arrangements
and key financial ratios have been prepared
for the three-year period to March 2019.
The first year of the financial forecasts form
the Group’s 2017 budget and is subject to
a re-forecast process at the half-year. The
second and third years are prepared in detail,
and are flexed based on the actual results in
year one.

The strategy and business model as set
out on pages 17 to 19 are central to an
understanding of its prospects. These factors
provide a framework for the rolling three-year
plan which is developed as part of the annual
budget process and reviewed by the Board
to assess the Group’s prospects.

Assessment of viability
The Board’s assessment of the Group’s
prospects, as described above, has been
made with reference to current market
conditions and known risk factors. The
principal risks and uncertainties facing the
Group are outlined on pages 36 to 37.

The three-year timeframe for assessing both
prospects and viability is considered to be
appropriate due to the following:

Given the Group’s financial performance
in 2016 and over recent years, the Board
considers that the key factor which would
prejudice the delivery of the Group’s
financial objectives is a severe weakening
of Auto Trader’s marketplace proposition
and its leading market position. This could
be caused by a loss of audience which
results in a reduction in retailers and the level
of stock listed on the marketplace or by a
reduction in the number of retailers and stock
which could then result in a loss of audience.

• it is consistent with the Group’s rolling
three-year strategic planning process;
• projections looking out further than three
years become significantly less meaningful
in the context of the fast moving nature of
the market; and
• it reflects reasonable expectations in terms
of the reliability and accuracy of operational
forecasting models.
The Group’s prospects are assessed
primarily through its strategic planning
process. This process includes an annual
review of the ongoing plan, led by the
CEO through the Operational Leadership
Team and all relevant functions are involved.
The Board participates fully in the annual
process and has the task of considering
whether the plan continues to take
appropriate account of the external
environment including technological,
social and macroeconomic changes.

The output of the annual review process is
a set of operational priorities, an analysis of
the risks that could prevent the plan being
delivered, and the annual financial budget.

The viability model assumed a rapid
deterioration in stock and audience over a
short period of time. The number of customer
retailer forecourts and the ARPR generated
were significantly degraded in the model,
but expenditure in the areas of marketing,
payroll and technology were held steady.
Revenue and profitability are clearly affected
in this scenario, but the business remains
cash generative.
Based on their assessment of prospects and
viability above, the Directors confirm that they
have a reasonable expectation that the Group
will be able to continue in operation and meet
its liabilities as they fall due over the three-year
period ending March 2019.
Going concern
The Directors also considered it appropriate
to prepare the financial statements on the
going concern basis, as explained in the
Basis of preparation paragraph in note 1
to the financial statements.

Using the current strategic plan as a
base case, alternative forecasts have
been produced to model the effect on
the Group’s liquidity and solvency of very
severe combinations of the principal risks
and uncertainties affecting the business.
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Principal risks and uncertainties

Identify, evaluate and manage
risks facing the Group
The principal risks and uncertainties which are considered to have a potentially material
impact on the Group’s long-term performance and achievement of strategy are set out
in the following table. External and internal risk factors have been considered.
Additional risks and uncertainties to the Group, including those that are not currently known
or that the Group currently deems immaterial, may individually or cumulatively also have a
material effect on the Group’s business, results of operations and/or financial condition.

Principal risk

Description

Macroeconomic risks
1. E
 conomy, market
and business environment

If the UK car market contracts this could result in a reduction in new and used
car transactions which could result in a reduction in the number of retailers or
reduce retailers’ desire to advertise their vehicles in the marketplace. In addition,
a contraction in the UK car market could reduce manufacturers’ spend on
advertising on the marketplace.

Competitive risks
2. Increased competition

Increased competition could impact the Group’s ability to grow revenue due to
the potential loss of audience, trade and consumer advertisers, or demand for
additional services.

3. Brand

Failure to maintain and protect the brand or negative publicity surrounding the
Group’s products or services could impede the Group’s ability to retain or expand
its base of retailers, consumers and advertisers or could diminish confidence in
and the use of the Group’s services.

4. N
 ew or disruptive
technologies and changing
consumer behaviours

Failure to innovate and develop new technologies or products, to execute product
launches and improvements or to adapt to changing consumer behaviour towards
car buying or ownership could lead to the Group’s business being adversely impacted.

Operational risks
5. IT systems

Failure in one system as a result of malicious attack, our own failures or those
of third-party suppliers, could disrupt others and could impact the availability
or performance of Group platforms and could cause reputational damage with
consumers and/or customers.

6. Employee retention

Our continued success and growth is dependent on our ability to attract, recruit,
retain and motivate our highly skilled workforce. Failure to do so could result in the
loss of key talent.
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Operating priorities relevant to our risks
Increase consumer audience, advert views and use of our valuation tools
Promote trust and fairness in the marketplace
Grow ARPR in a balanced, sustainable way by creating value for our customers
Extend the penetration of products outside of our core classified proposition
Enhance our relevance and value to manufacturers
Operate a simpler, leaner and more data-oriented business
Read more on page 17

Key mitigations

Operating priorities

• Regular review of market conditions
• Resilient business model

• Demonstration of value to customers
• Regular review of audience data
• Maintain investment in products and in marketing campaigns
• Resilient business model

• Maintain investment in marketing campaigns
• Clear and open culture

• Monitor audience figures and consumer functionality
relative to competitors
• Continuous investment in technology
• Focus on retaining key developers and attracting new talent

• Adherence to strict industry standards
• Internal team focused on mitigating security threat
• Maintenance of a business continuity plan

• Long-term incentive plans for key senior staff
• Active succession planning and career development plans
• Employee engagement surveys
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